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ABSTRACT 
This paper presents and discusses the results of 13 firings over a 15- 
month period at Kwajalein. Inflatable spheres of mass 50 grams and diameter 
66 cm were deployed from Nike-Cajun rockets on the ascending part of the 
trajectory and tracked by the Tradex radar. Density and temperature%pro- 
files were derived from the tracking data from as low as 32 km to as high as 
120 km. Horizontal wind profiles were also derived to 70,km. Measured 
temperatures were higher than the U. S. Standard, 1962 near 50 km and 
lower near 100 km. An indication of atmospheric heating was found in six 
of the profiles near 85 km. A day-night pair of soundings showed a relatively 
large increase in the daytime density that was not accompanied by a change 
in the temperature profile. 
The measurements described in this report were supported by the 
Pacific Missile Range of the U. S. Navy as part of its requirement to pro- 
vide environmental data for atmospheric entry programs. The contract 
support was provided through the Range‘ Development Department of PMR. 
This work is an extension of continuing research and developments 
under NASA Contracts NASw-138 and NASr-54(05). 
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INTRODUCTION 
The falling sphere has been used in a number of configurations for air 
density measurement. Bartman et al. [lg56] -- used a 1.2-meter inflated sphere 
of mass 22 kg and the Dovap system for tracking, which required a relatively 
heavy transponder. A later development was an 18-cti sphere with an internal 
accelerometer and telemeter whose total mass was 5 kg[Jones et al., 1939). -e- 
In this case the mass-to-area ratio was less favorable, but the sensitive 
accelerometer resulted in an increased altitude capability. A third config- 
uration used an inflated l-meter sphere of mass 0.1 kg tracked by the 
AN/FPS-16 radar C Peterson and McWatters, 19641. A further increase in alti- 
tude capability was achieved'due to the very light weight of the sphere. 
These three systems were reported by The University of Michigan. 
Falling spheres have been used by other investigators, among them 
Faucher et al. [1963], h w o measured air density above 100 km with a 2.74- -- 
meter inflated sphere whose mass, including accelerometers and telemeters, 
was ‘13 kg. The Robin, a l-meter 115-gram sphere, has been used iti large num- 
bers with the Arcas rocket, whose peak altitude is approximately 70 km[s- 
ton and Wright, -e 1961; Lenhard, 19631; 
SYSTEM DESIGN 
The present falling-sphere system was designed to meet the requirements 
of the Pacific Missile Range. The primary objective of the Kwajalein firings 
was to measure, with an accuracy of 5% if possible, air density from about 30 km, 
where' rawinsondes can be used, to 100 km. The measurement of wind in the at- 
mosphere was a second objective. 
A good quality radar at Kwajalein, the Tradex (Figure l), suggested the 
use of falling spheres tracked by radar. No accelerometers or telemetering 
equipmentwere required since the desired atmospheric parameters could be found 
by processing radar-tracking data. Acceleration can be determined more ac- 
curately with an accelerometer than with tracking data. This factor, however, 
is offset by the very light weight of the spheres that can be used when instru- 
mentation is not carried in the sphere. 
The Nike-Cajun rocket (Figure 2) was selected because it could provide 
the desired altitude and velocity. The Nike-Cajun can carry a larger payload 
than was needed for this mission. A smaller rocket could have been used had 
one with proven reliability been available at the time. A rocket of higher 
performance than the Nike-Cajun would increase the altitude limit of the meas- 
urement very little. More speed would, however, increase the accuracy of drag- 
coefficient calculations at very high altitude. On the other hand, the aerody- 
namic heating experienced by the sphere is significant. The use of a higher 
performance rocket might result in heat failure of the sphere envelope. 
The spheres were made as light as possible in order to increase the 
sensitivity of the system to atmospheric density and wind shear. Spheres 
made of the polyester material Mylar of half-mil thickness (O..Ol25 mm) were 
inflated with isopentane gas released from a capsule carried in the sphere. 
When fully inflated, each sphere was checked by measurements on six different 
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diameters. 'The difference between maximum and minimum diameters was typically 
0.5'per cent and never more than l.O.per cent. The weight breakdown was ap- 
proximately: envelope material, 34 grams; isopentane, 8 grams; and capsule, 
8 grams. Since the envelope material constituted most of the weight, its 
thickness was a critical factor. It was thought that a thinner material would 
be too.vulnerable to the abuse sustained when packed and when deployed. Thinner 
material is also more permeable. The behavior of falling spheres is governed 
primarily by the ratio of mass to area. If all the mass is in the surface, 
the ratio depends on the density of the envelope material and its thickness, 
and is independent of sphere diameter. -In this design the sphere diameter was 
not an important factor. Due to the power of Tradex, almost any sphere diam- 
eter would provide adequate reflecting surface. The sphere of 66-cm diam- 
eter which was used lies in a good range for drag-coefficient data and can 
easily be packed in the available space. Mylar, metalized on the outer sur- 
face, with a surface resistance of approximately 1 ohm per square was used to 
increase the reflectivity of the sphere envelope as a radar target. A three- 
sphere payload (Figure 3) was used because sphere deployment and inflation 
problems were anticipated. The second and third spheres addednothingto the 
measurement capability of the system'but provided alternate targets for the 
radar if the first sphere failed. Each sphere was packed between a pair of 
plastic staves in a cylindrical space of length 28 cm and diameter 2.5 cm. 
The available volume was :141 cc, the capsule volume was 20 cc, and the volume 
of envelope material was 22 cc. Sphere and staves were ejected through the end 
of the tube at approximately 30 meters per second by 3/4 gram of black powder. 
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The ejections were timed by a three-switch Raymond timer (Figure 4). The 
timer was started by rocket motion off the launcher. Each ejection could be 
set at an arbitrary time up to a maximum of 180 seconds, at which time the Ca- 
jun is near apogee and ascending. 
Spheres were ejected in an aft direction (Figure 3) so that both aerody- 
namic drag and ejection velocity of the first sphere increased separation be- 
tween sphere and rocket. It was believed that aft ejection would enable the 
radar to transfer from the rocket track to the sphere track in the shortest 
time. 
The isopentane capsules on the first two flights were opened by pneumatic 
pressure. On all subsequent flights a more reliable, inertia-operated capsule 
was used (Figure 5). The acceleration of ejection, which is several hundred 
g's, deflects the prong, which is restrained by a spring, until the thin dia- 
phragm is pierced, releasing isopentane. .Sufficient isopentane was used to 
keep the spheres inflated at the 30-km level. 
Geometrical considerations made the ascending portion of the trajectory 
the most favorable for sensitive density measurements at high altitude. At 
Kwajalein, more specifically, Roi-Namur Island, the radar site and launch pad 
were only about one mile apart. On ascent, therefore, azimuth and elevation 
angles were nearly stationary, and errors associated with the angles and an- 
gle rates were much smaller than during descent. Consequently, the precision 
of range and range rate became the factors limiting system sensitivity. Since 
Tradex can measure range rate as well as range with good precision it is well 
suited to high-altitude measurements. The ejection of the first sphere was set 
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for 70 seconds, when the rocket was expected to be at 85 km -altitude. !!2hiS 
was the earliest feasible ejection because the trajectory of the light-weight 
spheres would,be greatly influenced by drag at lower levels and would fail to 
reach the desired altitude. Normal apogees for first sphere and Cajun were 
approximately 150 km and 18C'km respectively (Table 1 and Figure 6). 
It was anticipated that the altitude of the rocket at the time of first 
sphere ejection would be quite critical and should be controlled as accurately 
as possible. The time of Cajun ignition was believed to be the most important 
factor governing the altitude versus time function of the rocket. The ignition 
time, nominally 20 seconds, was determined by a delay squib whose delay time was 
not as precise as might be desired. All igniters were taken from the same manu- 
facturer's lot in the hope that any variations due to unknown or uncontrollable 
factors in the manufacturing process would be minimized. Direct observations of 
ignition were difficult because radar tracks of this part of the trajectory were 
not obtained, and cloud cover often made visual observation impossible. The re- 
sulting sphere trajectories were an indirect indication of time of ignition; all 
fell within desirable limits except for the eighth firing, where the sphere apo- 
gee was relatively low. The first firing was also abnormal, but for other reasons. 
EXECUTIONOFTHlZMEASUREMENTS 
The first four firings were conducted by University of Michigan engineers 
in order to develop and test the system. Launch operations were carried out 
by New Mexico State University personnel, who were previously engaged in 
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similar firings at-Kwajalein. Radar operations and data processing were car- 
ried out by Lincoln Laboratory and RCA personnel associated with the Press 
program. Computer programs for data processing were developed by the Michigan 
group. The fifth and subsequent firings were conducted by the personnel based 
at Kwajalein. Rawinsonde measurements were obtained by the Pacific Missile 
Range Weather Station, Kwajalein. 
Sixteen firings were carried out in 1963 and 1964. Table 1 summarizes 
the results; Figure 6 shows a typical trajectory. Three shots failed to pro- 
vide any atmospheric data; eleven were substantially successful. Ten shots 
resulted in a track on both ascent and descent. 
The rockets were launched at quadrant elevation 85” and azimuth 320" 
approximately. The azimuth of the launch pad as seen from the Tradex was 
275”. The Cajun was acquired by pqinting the radar antenna at the intercept 
coordinates where the Cajun was expected to appear 33 seconds after launch. 
At this time the Nike booster was separated and Cajun thrusting was finished. 
The elevation angle of the radar antenna at intercept was 81”; the radar beam 
was 2O. In general this procedure was satisfactory except when the rocket 
failed to pass through the radar beam when expected. Failure to acquire re- 
sulted in loss of data on shots nine and ten. Only a small amount of data 
was recovered from shots five and six when acquisition was delayed several 
minutes. Ascent data on shot eleven were lost when a track of the Cajun was 
not obtained and initial tracking of the first sphere occurred near apogee. 
The radar tracking procedure was first to establish a track on the Cajun. 
When the first sphere was ejected, the radar track was transferred to the 
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sphere as quickly as possible. The second and third spheres were ejected at 
higher altitude where the air density was too small to be measured. The radar 
track was transferred to each of these ,spheres, and the radar operator then 
chose the best of these to track on descent. The descending sphere was tracked 
until the fluctuations of cross section indicated deflation. Sphere deflation 
normally occurred near 3CI km, approximately 18 minutes after rocket launching. 
After several firings had established that sphere inflation was reliable, the 
tracking requirement was changed so that the first sphere was tracked contin- 
uously on descent as well ason ascent. Table 1 indicates which spheres were 
tracked during each shot. The changed procedure was adopted because one could 
then prove that the motion of the ascending sphere was not influenced by es- 
caping gas. 
We found it difficult to build a sphere which would present a uniform 
cross section to the radar. The spheres were constructed from twenty gore 
pieces and two pole pieces. Fluctuations of radar cross section were prob- 
ably due to poor electrical conductivity at the seams. The radar automatic- 
gain control data presented many different patterns. Different rates of 
sphere rotation and different orientations of sphere axis and rotation axis 
may account for the variety. Cross-section fluctuations caused a tracking 
error on sounding 8 when the radar operator decided the first sphere had de- 
flated and attempted to transfer to a different sphere at an altitude of 61.5 
km, descending. After a several-minute search, the first sphere was finally 
reacquired and tracked until it deflated at the normal altitude. 
When the system design was initiated, sphere deployment and inflation 
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problems were anticipated; We believe thatan adequate degree of reliability 
was finally achieved.. Except for the first two soundings, all spheres tracked 
to a low altitude deflated at the expected level. The trajectory of the first 
rocket was abnormal due to marginal stability. Only the first sphere was ob- 
served to eject, and inflation was not successful. The initial explanation 
of the difficulty was ejection at low altitude where drag and heating were 
more severe. Later, we found that the sphere of sounding 8 survived a simi- 
lar ejection. The trajectory and ejection problems of the first sounding were 
corrected for the second. This time, after a successful inflation, the sphere 
deflated prematurely. A possible explanation for the deflation of this sphere 
was failure of the isopentane capsule to release inflation gas. The infla- 
tion that was seen may have been due to a small amount of air trapped in the 
sphere when it was packed. The pneumatically operated capsule used for the 
first two soundings was therefore abandoned, and an inertia-operated capsule 
was developed for use on all subsequent soundings (Figure 5). The new cap- 
sule enabled us to vent the space in which the sphere was packed so that any 
air outsidethe sphere could escape prior to ejection. This change may have 
been an important factor in the more successful later soundings. When the 
results of all soundings were compared, we found that the second sounding 
indicated above-average atmospheric density. This may have been caused by a 
loss of isopentane through a damaged sphere envelope. The derived density 
was relatively high in one other case, that of the ascending profile of sound- 
ing 12. In this case it is not known where the ascending sphere deflated be- 
cause a different sphere was tracked on descent. 
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The Tradex is capable of recording all the target signal returns within 
the radar beam. The Precision Radar Recorder preserves ungated, undetected 
radar signals at IF along with other reference signals. The device has lim- 
ited usefulness in the falling-sphere systemf since on a typical ahot all 
three spheres'remain in the 2O radar beam only on ascent and on a small por- 
tion of descent. The recording time is limited to approximately 5 minutes, 
but the spheres require 18 minutes to descend to 30 km altitude. The IF re- 
corder was a useful back-up on the third firing when the primary data-record- 
ing system failed to record until the sphere had descended to an altitude of 
47 km. All the high-altitude results of this firing were recovered from the 
IF recording. 
The antenna motion of the Tradex radar is limited in azimuth in that a 
dead-zone sector cannot be entered. This problem was encountered on the fourth 
firing when the sphere trajectory entered the dead zone. The action taken 
then was to plunge the antenna, that is to break track on the sphere, slew 
the antenna 180” in azimuth and increase the elevation angle beyond go", and 
reacquire the sphere. Although the procedure was successful in reacquiring 
the sphere near apogee, the bulk of the ascending tracking data was lost in 
this shot. 
Digital data were recorded on magnetic tape by the Tradex radar. Range, 
range rate, azimuth, and elevation were each sampled at a rate of 10 per sec- 
ond. Analog as well as digital recordings of target cross section were also 
supplied. The radar facility included an IBM 7090 data processor which en- 
abled us to deliver atmospheric profiles the day of the sounding. The raw- 
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insonde temperature profiles were measured by a precision thermistor. Three 
different techniques were used for pressure: Pressureprofileswere measured 
by an aneroid cell, or hypsometer, or were derived from altitude data measured 
by the GMD-2 instrument. We believe that equal accuracy can be obtained with 
either the hypsometer or the GMD-2, and less accuracy with the aneroid cell. 
DATA ANALYSIS PROCEDURES 
An orthogonal system of coordinates is used based on the radar coordin- 
ates range, azimuth, and elevation angle (Figure 7). In this system of spher- 
ical coordinates, the velocity components are: 
. 
Vl = r 
V2 = ri 
v3 = r case tz! 
(1) 
where G is the range rate, and d! and i are the azimuth and elevation-angle 
rates in radians per second. The acceleration components are: 
al = y - (Vz + $)/r + acOr 1 + acen 1 
a2 = r'E' + 2 VlV2/r + Vs tane/r + acOr 2 + acen 2 
a3 = rZ case + 2 VlV3/r - 2 V2V3 tane/r + acOr 3 + acen 3 
(2) 
The Coriolis and centrifugal accelerations are present because the radar co- 
ordinates are not an inertial system but rotate with the earth. These accel- 
erations have a small effect, except at the highest altitudes, but are in- 
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eluded in the calculations. The Coriolis and centrifugal accelerations are 
most conveniently written as vector cross products: 
* 
acen = ;;x(iE) 
+ 
acor = 26x? 
(3) 
where f is defined by (1) and where the'tiomponents of the earth rotation 
rate are: 
iI1 = R(sinL sine + cosL coscz cost) 
O2 = Q(sinL case - cosL cosa sine) 
n3 = -0 cosL sincz 
(4) 
and the components of the geocentric radius are: 
Rl = r, sine + r 
R2 = r, case 
R3 = 0 
(5) 
The constants for earth rotation rate, earth equatorial radius, and the lati- 
tude of Roi-Namur Island are: 
R = 7.292 x 10 -5 rad/sec 
re = 6,378,388 meters 
L = 9"24' North 
(6) 
An adequate approximation is to use a constant latitude when computing the 
small centrifugal accelerations. The components of gravity needed for the 
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data analysis are: 
g1 = -g co@ 
552 = -g sir@ 
Q3 = 0 
(7) 
where the gravity at altitude is related to gravity at sea level by the in- 
verse-square law. 
Q = g, rE/R=! (8) 
The geocentric radius R and the angle f3 between the range vector and the ver- 
tical can be found by solving the geocentric triangle (Figure 8). 
R = rz + 2 r,r sine + r 2 
co@ = (re sine + r)/R 
sir@ = r, case/R 
(9) 
Gravity at sea level is computed from the formula: 
g, = 978.049(1 + 0.0052884 sin2L - O.OOOOOgg sin22L) + re Q2 cos2L (10) 
which is the international gravity formula C Wolfe, 1958] with a centrifugal 
acceleration term added. 
The equations of motion are derived by assuming that there are no lateral 
forces (lift). The drag force, by definition, is directed opposite to the mo- 
tion of the sphere relative to the air mass. The equations of motion are 
three in number, correspondingto-the three degrees of freedom of a falling 
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sphere. However, four atmospheric parameters influence the motion of the 
sphere, namely air density and the three wind components. The indeterminate 
system of equations can be solved by assuming the vertical wind component to 
be zero. This particular choice is dictated by both meteorological and sys- 
tem considerations. Vertical wind motion is believed to be relatively small. 
Second, the sphere trajectory is approximately vertical. It is obvious that 
the component of wind tangent to the trajectory cannot be distinguished from 
a change of air density since both influence the same component of drag; drag 
is, of course, the measured quantity. 
The form of the equation of motion used depends on the portion of the 
trajectory being considered. On the ascending part of its trajectory, the 
sphere is at a high altitude and has a large velocity, about 1000 m/set. 
Lateral winds have a relatively small influence on the trajectory due to the 
large sphere velocity and small air density. A single component of the equa- 
tions of motion was therefore used, suppressing the wind calculation. The 
equation of motion associated with the range vector direction provides the 
air density equation, 
where 
T,l = Jvi (12) 
and m, CD, and A are the mass, drag coefficient, and cross section area of the 
sphere. Equation (11) may be solved for the density. The acceleration al can 
I - 
be developed according to equations (2) and (3) to obtain (13) 
2m 
P = CfiWl 1 g1 
_ i: + (V$ + V$)/r - II;;x(L.C)]l - 2(zx%l 
1 
(13) 
The only large acceleration terms in equation (13) are gl and?. However, 
the difference between these two is small, about one per cent of g at 120 
km. The other terms, though small, are therefore significant. Favorable 
characteristics of equation (13) are that the second derivatives of azimuth 
and elevation angle are not involved, and the azimuth and elevation velocity 
components are relatively small. The accuracy of the system is therefore 
limited by the accuracy of range acceleration. Since the Tradex radar de- 
livers range-rate data, only a single differentiation is required to obtain 
range acceleration. These factors result in very sensitive measurements 
of drag at high altitude. 
On the descending portion of the sphere's trajectory, below 70 
the horizontal components of wind are included in the calculations, and all 
three equations of motion are used. In vector form the equation of motion 
is: 
m(g-$-Zb) = 
1 
- 2 c$lpvG 
The velocity v relative to the air mass is: 
v = hJx - w,)=) + (vy - .wy)2 + v: 
(14) 
(15) 
% is the upward acceleration due to buoyancy, 
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(16) 
where d is the sphere diameter. Writing equation (14) in component form 
gives 
P = -2m(a, + g - ab)/c$vvz 
w, = v, + 2maJC~pv 
WY = Vy + 2may/C Apv 
WZ = 0 
(17) 
The coordinates x, y, and z are associated with the downrange, crossrange, 
and vertical directions. Equations (17) can be put into a better form for 
computational purposes by eliminating density from the wind equations to give, 
P = -2m(a, + g - ab)/c$vvz 
WX = v, - axvz/(az + g - ab> 
wY = vy - ayvz/(az + g - ab) 
w, = 0 
(18) 
The components of velocity and acceleration which appear in (18) are related 
to the radar-coordinate components (1) and (2) by the following equations: 
VX = Vl sing - V2 co@ 
vY = v3 
vZ = Vl co@ + V2 sir@ 
(19) 
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a x = al sing - a2 co@ 
aY = a3 
a = Z al co@ + a2 sir43 
(20) 
Equations (18) are not an explicit solution for the density p because the drag 
coefficient CD depends on both the density and the temperature according to an 
involved empirical formula. The buoyancy acceleration ab also depends on the 
density. The equation was therefore solved by an iteration process, Equa- 
tions (18) are almost an explicit solution for the wind components W, and WY 
because, except for the buoyancy acceleration, all terms can be derived di- 
rectly from the radar data. It was not necessary to iterate the wind com- 
ponents because improvements were negligible. 
Above 70 km the horizontal wind components have a relatively small in- 
fluence on the sphere trajectory due to the large sphere velocity and small 
air density. Between 65 and 70 km, the wind profiles derived were more scat- 
tered, indicating the presence of a sensitivity threshold. Therefore, above 
70 km the wind calculation was suppressed, and the equations of motion (18) 
reduced to: 
P = -2m(a, + g - ab>/c+wz (21) 
where 
(22) 
Equation (21), applicable to the descending sphere trajectory, is similar to 
equation (13), applicable to the ascending sphere trajectory, except that 
vertical components rather than range components are used. 
,One must retrieve from the radar data the rates and accelerations re- 
quired by the equations of motion. This can be accomplished by fitting a 
second-degree polynomial to a number of data points using a least-squares 
formula. If 2m + 1 data points are used, equally spaced in time and sym- 
metrical about to, at a rate f per second, then the required second-degree 
polynomial is: 
x = x0 + G,(t-to) + 2 i .zo(t-to)2 
where - m/f_<t - t,Im/f. The formulas for the coefficients are: 
k=+m 
3 - x0 = 
4(2m+1)[(2m+1)2 - 4] 
3(2m+l)2 - 7 - 20k2 xk 
k=m 
. 3f x0 = m(m+l)(2m+l) k Xk 
k=-m 
k=+m . . 3Of2 
x0 = 
(4m2-1)(2m+3) 1) Xk 
(23) 
(24) 
(25) 
(26) 
The rate f was always 10 data points per second. Formulas (24), (es), and 
(26) were derived specifically for this application. Similar formulas are 
given by Worthing and Geffner 1119431. Equation (26) was used to derive the 
second derivative of the azimuth and elevation angles. Equation (23) was 
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used to derive angle rates. Equation (25), operating on range-rate data, 
was also used to derive the second derivative of the range. Equation (24) 
is included for completeness but was not needed because the raw data were 
sufficiently accurate. On the ascending sphere trajectory, a single quad- 
ratic function was fitted to all the applicable elevation-angle data, about 
40 seconds of tracking, and was used to derive the angle rate. The azimuth 
data were treated in the same way. The root-mean-square differences between 
these functions and the raw angle data were calculated for each firing and 
were used as indicators of radar performance. A variable number of data 
points were used to derive F depending on the accuracy required, which is a 
function of altitude. At 120 km, all data points in a lo-km altitude band 
were used. Figure 9 shows the complete function. Different ways of proc- 
essing the ascending sphere data were tried, all of which indicated that the 
range-rate information was the controlling factor and that practically any 
treatment of the angle information gave satisfactory results. On the de- 
scending portion of the sphere trajectory, errors in the angle data have a 
larger effect due to geometrical factors. The altitude band used to derive 
angle rates and accelerations ranged from 3 to 10 km and was double the band- 
width used to derive range acceleration from the relatively accurate range- 
rate data (Figure 9). 
Falling spheres measure atmospheric density directly. It is desired to 
derive pressure and temperature profiles as well. This can be done by using 
the hydrostatic and state equations: 
18 
aP 
z = -P&3 
P = pRT 
(27) 
These equations may be. solved for the molecular scale temperature 
The temperature equation has two properties of particular interest in this 
application. Density appears in both numerator and denominator. Errors that 
have their source in the drag coefficient or the density therefore tend to 
cancel. If density errors were monotonic, for example, equation (28) re- 
quires the per cent temperature error to be smaller than the per cent density 
error. If all drag coefficients were in error by a constant factor, the 
correct temperature profile would be derived through the use of wrong drag 
coefficients. In a practical case, the drag-coefficient error is unknown and 
variable, but the temperature-profile error is probably smaller than the den- 
sity-profile error. A second point of interest is that the hydrostatic equa- 
tion is differential. A pressure profile derived by integration is therefore 
offset by an indeterminate constant. A similar offset occurs in the derived 
temperature profile. The procedure adopted was to use the standard atmosphere 
temperature at the highest altitude on the temperature profile. The pressure 
offset can then be determined and the complete pressure and temperature pro- 
files derived. Errors introduced by this procedure can be studied by assum- 
ing an isothermal atmosphere. One can, show, in this case, that when the al- 
titude is decreased one scale height the temperature error and the per cent 
pressure error each are decreased by the factor e = 2.718. 
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The highest point of the profile is determined by the quality of the 
data found in each particular case. Beginning at very high altitude, eleven 
values of CDp are found which span 10 km. A least-squares straight line is 
fitted to the logarithms of the eleven values of CDp. If any CDp falls more 
than 20 per cent from the straight line, the data are rejected as not good 
enough and the process is repeated at an altitude 1 km lower. The starting 
point is therefore appropriate for each set of data and may be different for 
different firings. This is done on both ascending and descending profiles. 
At 120 km, the acceleration due to drag is approximately 10 cm/sec2 (one per 
cent of g). Simulation studies using estimated radar errors indicated that 
good results could not be expected at higher altitudes, therefore all pro- 
files were terminated at 120 km. 
DRAG COEFFICIENTS 
As the sphere falls from its highest altitude where drag is measurable, 
about 120 km, to the altitude of sphere deflation, about 30 km, a wide range 
of aerodynamic parameters is covered. At the highest altitude, where Knudsen 
number is large, the theoretical free-molecule flow equation for diffuse re- 
flection is used C Schaaf and Chambre, -- 19611: 
1 + 2s2 
%M = fi S3 e 
-S2 di --f(S) + 3s, (29) 
The speed ratio S is the ratio of sphere velocity to the most probable molec- 
ular velocity, 
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s = v/@z 
The temperature T is computed from the derived density profiles by an iterative 
process. The speed ratio S, depends on the temperature of the sphere. It is 
assumed that there is no significant transfer of heat to the sphere surface 
during its brief flight, SO that T, = 3(X01(. Speed ratio and Mach number are 
related by the formula 
S=mM 
where y = 1.4. The variability of molecular weight with altitude is not in- 
cluded in this analysis. Molecular scale temperature is derived therefore 
rather than kinetic temperature. Below 108 kilometers, approximately, the 
Knudsen number becomes smaller than unity, and the sphere drag measurements 
of Ashkenas [ig62], Wegener @ Ashkenas [196i], Aroesty[l962], and Sree- 
kanth[lg621 b ecome applicable. These measurements indicate that the vari- 
ability of drag coefficient with Mach number is not large for Mach numbers in 
the range 2 to 4. A drag-coefficient function of Reynolds number, independent 
of Mach number, is therefore used. Table 4 shows the values of C% used, 
based mainly on the measurements by Ashkenas [W-j. Near Knudsen number of 
1, use of either the free-molecular formula or the wind-tunnel measurements 
requires an extrapolation. In this range, the drag coefficient is found by 
the formula 
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'D - 'DR 
'% - 'DR 
Gl for K >lO 
1 3 1: = ,+-u 4 - 4 ,3 0.1 <K cl0 (30) 
= 0 K CO.1 
where u = loglo K. When K = 1, the formula reduces to 
cD = $kDR + c%M) 
Knudsen number, Mach number, and Reynolds number are related by the formula 
K = 1.26fiM/Re (31) 
These coefficients are in agreement with those derived by Sherman, who an- 
alyzed a similar falling-sphere problem[Faucher et al., W]. Equation 
(30) was designed to agreewith Sherman, although the form is different because 
in this case it was necessary to find an equation applicable to low as well as 
to high altitudes. As the sphere falls into the dense air at low altitude, 
the drag increases until the sphere velocity becomes subsonic. Drag coeffi- 
cients have been measured by Heinrich for Mach numbers less than 0.9 at the 
necessary Reynolds numbers L 
Engler, 1962 1 . The supersonic and subsonic drag- 
coefficient functions from the above sources are relatively accurate. At 
transonic Mach numbers the drag coefficient abruptly changes by a factor of 2 
approximately. Unfortunately, data for this area are more scanty. The meas- 
urements by May [1957I) are used here. The Mach number falls from 2.0 to 1.0 
between 78 and 72 km, approximately. Transonic Mach numbers always occur at 
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a specific altitude, which is a function of sphere mass-to-area ratio and air 
density. Table 5 shows the drag coefficients used at low altitude when Mach 
number is less than 2.5. 
INTERPRETATION OF THE ATMOSPHERIC PROFILES 
Useful results were obtained from thirteen of the sixteen soundings 
(Figures 10 - 22). The time of rocket firings and rawinsonde releases are 
given for Greenwich Mean Time; local time at Kwajalein is I2 hours different 
from GMT. 
Since density and molecular scale temperature profiles were obtained on 
both ascent and descent, a comparison of the two provided a check on the con- 
sistency of results. In several cases the agreement was very satisfactory. 
In general, when differences between the two density profiles occur, the as- 
cending profile should be given greater weight. Two factors are present: 
1) The ascending trajectory enjoys more favorable geometry, which minimizes 
the effects of inaccurate radar azimuth and elevation angles, 2) The over- 
lapping portion is small, and the connection occurs at the lower end of the 
ascending profile where it is most accurate, and at the upper end of the de- 
scending profile where it is least accurate. An exception may occur when it 
is impossible to verify the mass of the ascending sphere. In the case of 
soundings 7, 8, 13, 14, 15, and 16, the ascending sphere was also tracked 
on descent and was observed to deflate near 30 km altitude, approximately 18 
minutes after deployment. It can be assumed that the mass of isopentane es- 
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taping from these spheres was insignificant. In the case of soundings 2, 3, 
4, and 12, different spheres were tracked ascending and descending (cf. 
Table 1). Consequently an absolute check of the integrity of the ascending 
sphere was impossible. The loss of 8 grams of isopentane from a sphere of 
gross weight 30 grams would result in a spurious calculated density equal to 
w/42 of the correct density. The sphere might be expected to lose its shape 
due to the loss of internal pressure. The radar AGC record of each ascend- 
ing sphere was carefully examined for an indication of change of shape, but 
no indication was found. The low atmospheric pressure and the low drag at 
high altitude may not be sufficient to cause an observable collapse. 
The ascending profile (first sphere) and the descending profile (third 
sphere) of sounding 2 indicate above average density (Figure 10). The third 
sphere was observed to deflate prematurely. The second sphere was tracked for 
10 seconds at very high altitude and appeared to accelerate abnormally in a 
way that might have been caused by the reaction of a jet of escaping gas. 
Abnormalities in the profiles of the other three soundings of this group, 3, 
4, and 12, are not suspected for any specific reason, although in the case of 
12 the agreement between the two profiles is not as satisfactory as in others. 
In the case of temperature profiles, an additional factor must be con- 
sidered: The initial temperature at the highest altitude of a profile was 
always made equal to the standard atmosphere temperature, which was not 
necessarily an accurate measure of the correct temperature. Any error di- 
minishes at an exponential rate at lower levels, but may be important at the 
upper end of the descending profile where comparisons are made with the as- 
cending profile. 
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Near 30 km the rawinsonde measurements also provided a valuable check. 
In most cases the agreement between sphere and rawinsonde was satisfactory. 
It may be significant that the poorest agreement was found in those cases in 
which rawinsonde releases were not well coordinated with the rocket launch. 
The sphere profiles were terminated near 30 km when the sphere collapsed be- 
cause of increased ambient pressure. The drag of a sphere in an advanced 
state of collapse is known to be greater than that of a fully inflated sphere. 
Deflation would therefore cause a spurious increase in derived air density and 
a corresponding decrease in derived temperature. The collapse of a sphere can 
always be seen in the radar AGC data, possibly when deflation has reached an 
advanced state. Since the altitude pressure gradient is quite large, the 
sphere cannot be in a state of partial deflation through a great altitude 
range. All the sphere profiles were terminated above the altitude where 
radar AGC first indicated deflation. The rawinsonde data always followed 
the tropical 13“ N model atmosphere quite closely. The profile of density 
ratio departs significantly from unity near 16 km because the reference den- 
sity used was the U. S. Standard, 1962. The tropical 15" N model atmosphere 
would have been more applicable near the tropopause but is not defined at 
high altitude. 
The interpretation of the density and temperature profiles near 70 km 
requires special care. In a typical trajectory, the sphere passes through 
the transonic range of Mach numbers between 69 and 73 km (Table 3). In 
this range, the sphere drag coefficient is known with less accuracy than at 
other altitudes. Perhaps of equal importance is the variability of the 
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drag.. As the sphere passes through the transonic range, the drag coeffi- 
cient decreases approximately 50 per cent. The great variability of the 
drag is undoubtedly a source of error when retrieving rates and accelerations 
from the raw radar data. Since the density profiles consistently indicate a 
density increase when the sphere is falling at or near the 70 km level, one 
must suspect that these two difficulties are contributing factors. This 
characteristic of the density-ratio profile is, of course, also reflected 
in the temperature profile. The altitude at which sphere Mach number is 
equal to 1 is shown on each density profile (Figures 10 - 25) and also the 
altitude at which sphere Knudsen number is 1, approximately 108 km. 
An inspection of the different profiles reveals a number of interesting 
features. 
1) Near 50 km the derived temperature is always 10 to 30 degrees higher 
than the U. S. Standard, 1962. In this area, the drag coefficients are be- 
lieved to be relatively good. An error of 2 per cent or less. is claimed for 
the drag coefficient measurements made by Heinrich Engler, C 19621. Any tem- 
perature error associated with transonic drag problems at 70 km would have 
decayed to a small value at the 50-km level. 
2) The measurements tend to confirm the general characteristics of 
mesopause structure defined by the U. S. Standard, 1962 model atmosphere, 
but indicate a somewhat lower temperature than 180°K and places the mesopause 
at a somewhat higher level than 80 to 90 km. The presence of diurnal or 
seasonal variations is also indicated, but these are more difficult to define 
with the limited number of soundings at hand. At the 90 to loo-km levels it 
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can be argued that the system lacks accuracy because only descending data are 
applicable. It must be admitted that any individual profile might be dis- 
counted for this reason. In this case, however, many profiles indicate a 
similar effect, and at 100 km the more accurate ascending data tend to con- 
firm the descending profiles. The lowest mesopause temperature, 126O~ at 94 
km, was measured by sounding 4, 0300 GMT, 20 June 1963. Only a small amount 
of ascending data was obtained on this sounding; this data also indicated a 
temperature lower than the standard. 
3) The six soundings of May and June all exhibit a local temperature max- 
imum near 85 km. The phenomenon is absent in four soundings in the months of 
January, March, and November, but can be seen in the sounding of 13 March 1964. 
These temperature profiles suggest the presence of heating effects s'imilar to 
those in the polar winter mesosphere measured with falling spheres by Jones 
et al. [1959], and discussed by Kellogg[l961] and Young and Epstein[1962]. 
At the present time there is no theory for warmings of the tropical mesosphere. 
A similar but smaller effect can be seen near the 72-km level. At 72 km the 
measurements do not decisively indicate an atmospheric phenomenon since this 
is also the area of transonic sphere drag-coefficient problems. 
4) The lowest point of the ascending profiles usually falls near the 
lOO-lcn level. Of ten soundings, nine indicated a lower temperature than the 
standard at the base of the profile. A variety of patterns can be seen in 
the ascending profiles, some of which suggest heating effects. Simulation 
studies were undertaken to determine if radar errors were an important fac- 
tor. The results were inconclusive. We found that during sphere ascent, the 
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azimuth, the elevation, and the range were not important sources of error. 
The range-rate data were believed to be accurate to within less than one meter 
per second. When cyclical range-rate errors were assumed, it was possible to 
simulate the variations seen in the ascending density and temperature, profiles. 
It may be more realistic to assume constant error, or error dependent on vel- 
ocity or on acceleration. Such errors would probably have a smaller effect 
than the observed variations. All ascending profiles were arbitrarily ter- 
minated at 120 km, although the limit based on smoothness would have had ef- 
fect at a higher altitude. The smoothness criterion used on the descending 
profiles required scatter less than 20 per cent when eleven values of +,o, 
which spanned 10 km, were examined. At 120 km the sphere acceleration due to 
drag was approximately 10 cm/sec2. 
5) Figure 23 shows the results of the day-night pair of soundings of 
18 June 1964. The first sounding was at 2:19 P.M., local time, and the second 
sounding was approximately fourteen hours later, at 4:30 A.M. The second 
sounding was just prior to sunrise, with the atmosphere in darkness at the 
highest altitude of measurement. The two temperature profiles agree very 
closely from 32 km to 96 km, except for the band from 7-8 to 81 km, where there 
is an indication of heating in the night profile. The generally close agree- 
ment would seen to indicate that the accuracy and repeatability of falling- 
sphere measurements are very good. However, the corresponding density pro- 
files, which are the more fundamental measurements, indicate daytime density 
approximately 10 per cent greater than nighttime density. In this case, the 
rawinsonde data do not confirm the night sphere data. Unfortunately, the re- 
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lease of the rawinsonde was not well coordinated with the rocket launch and 
can be discounted for this reason. .The possibility of an erroneous sphere 
mass or diameter was excluded,after a critical-review of all procecures. One 
can speculate that the differenceinthe density profiles might be explained 
by tides in the atmosphere piebert, 19613 A tidal or gravity wave of ther- 
mal and/or gravitational origin, having the effect of lowering the air mass 
less than 1 km between the day and the night firing, would be sufficient to 
cause the observed difference between the density profiles and the lack of 
change in the temperature profiles. 
6) The average and extreme density and temperature results are plotted 
in Figure 24 for the five soundings in June, and in Figure 25 for allthir- 
teen soundings, including June. The envelope profiles associated with the 
descending trajectories were terminated at 90 km. At higher altitudes the 
descending profiles become less reliable, and since the envelope would be 
formed by the most severely scattered profiles of the group, it was thought 
that questionable inferences might be drawn from the deleted data. No 
great differences can be seen between Figures 24 and 25 and the day-night 
pair, Figure 23. This result indicates that at this latitude seasonal changes 
may be relatively small compared to diurnal changes. 
CONCLUSIONS 
This series of soundings demonstrated that the falling-sphere system is 
well suited to certain measurement problems in the atmosphere as high as 
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mesopause or lower thermosphere. The system appears to be capable of resolving 
atmospheric changes which span a small altitude range,of the order of 1.0 km. 
The payload is relatively economical, so that measurements on a larger scale 
may be feasible. The phenomena of warmings near mesopause and large diurnal 
variations in the density profile indicate that more soundings at tropical and 
other latitudes are desirable. 
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PI PJ T 
Sounding Time and Date Profiles 
OKr km 
1 0130 26 March 1963 - 
2 0257 29 March 1963 100 - I.20 
102 - 65 
3 0328 18 June 1963 99 - I.20 
102 - 73 
44 - 33 
4 ojoo 20 June 1963 104 - 110 
98 - 33 
5 1031 4 Nov. 1963 45 - 40 
6 1226 4 Nov. 1963 45- 32 
7 1626 9 NOV. 1963 107 - I.20 
103 - 37 
a 1458 14 Nov. 1963 104 - 120 
log - 64 
38 - 32 
9 -- 18 Dec. 1963 - 
10 -- 18 Dec. 1963 - 
11 1825 23 Jan. 1964 98 - 33 
I.2 1820 13 March 1964 99 - 120 
104 - 32 
13 ~25 12 MW 1964 96 - 120 
107 - 37 
14 0101 17 June 1964 102 - I.20 
102 - 32 
15 0219 18 June 1964 100 - I.20 
98 - 32 
16 16~ 18 June 1964 102 - I.20 
100 - 32 
TABLE 1. Sumnary of Kwajalein Sphere Firings* 
Ejection 
Sphere Altitude 
Tracked 
1 
1 
3 
1 
2 
2 
1 
3 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
!a 
77.4 
90.7 
86.5 
86.0 
-- 
-- 
83.7 
77.9 
-- 
-- 
-- 
82.0 
83.9 
84.4 
85.5 
85.6 
Time of 
Lock-on 
Sphere 1 
set 
96.5 
79.0 
95.5 
85.0 
-- 
-- 
91.0 
95.0 
-- 
-- 
123.6 
82.0 
79.0 
85.0 
al.1 
83.0 
Sphere 1 
Velocity 
at 120 lan 
Jsec 
716 
788 
648 
390 
575 
690 
626 
753 
745 
Sphere RMS Error 
Apogee AZ El 
la0 
93 
146 
177 
151 
177 
150 
l&l 
141 
l-27 
172 
136 
174 
,144 
140 
149 
148 
mils Remarks 
-- -- 
1.62 0.16 
Abnormal trajectory. Ejection at 67 sec. No inflation. 
Ejection at 72 sec. Premature deflation at 62.2 km, 
descending 
0.88 0.la Radar-data recording Incomplete. Playback data used. 
-- 0.33 
-- -_ 
-- -- 
1.28 0.14 
2.23 0.27 
-- -- 
-- -- 
_- -- 
0.71 0.10 
1.38 0.11 
3.33 1.58 
1.23 0.60 
1.88 1.13 
Incomplete radar track, ascending. 
Incomplete radar track. 
Incomplete radar track. 
Results essentially complete. 
Data-recording problem at 34.4 km, descending 
Premature break track at 61.5 h, descending. 
No radar track. 
No radar track. 
No radar track ascending. 
Results complete. 
Results essentially complete. 
DataArecordlng problem at 35.1 lan, descending. 
Results complete. 
Results complete. 
Results complete. 
When pressure, density, and temperature profiles resulted for both descending and ascending sphere trajectories, the ascending profile is listed first 
followed by the descending profile or profiles. 
The eJection altitude of the first sphere is the rocket altitude at the expected time of ejection, which was 70 seconds after lift-off for all shots 
except the first two. 
When different spheres were tracked ascending and descending, the apogee altitude of the ascending sphere is listed first followed by the apogee 
altitude of the descending sphere. 
The root-mean-square error of azimuth and elevation angles is computed on the ascending part of the trajectory using approximately 40 seconds of data 
but is probably applicable to the entire flight. One mil = 0.03625". 
ALTITUDE DENSITY lEHP PRESSURE 
KM KG/CU.N K MILLIBAR 
120.01 1.42 -8 351 1.47 -5 
119.00 1.57 -a 358 1.61 -5 
118.SO 1.90 -0 327 1.70 -5 
117.03 2.40 -8 287 1.97 -5 
116.01 3.05 -a 256 2.23 -5 
114.99 3.71 -0 241 2.56 -5 
113.98 4.45 -8 241 2.95 -5 
112.97 5.34 -8 223 3.42 -5 
112.02 6.29 -8 218 3.94 -5 
111.02 7.46 -8 214 4.59 -5 
109.99 0.77 -8 214 5.38 -5 
109.01 1.02 -7 215 6.25 -5 
108.01 1.17 -7 216 7.29 -5 
106.99 1.35 -7 219 8.52 -5 
106.00 1.58 -7 218 9.90 -5 
104.gt 1.91 -7 212 1.16 -4 
104.01 2.29 -7 206 1.35 -4 
103.04 2.68 -7 206 1.58 -4 
101.96 3.09 -7 211 1.07 -4 
TABLE 2. Computer Output, Typical Firing, Ascending Data 
CD RE MACH KNUDSEN SPEEDR 
3.704 2.70-l 1.64 8.81 1.38 
3.637 3.17-1 1.69 7.94 1.41 
3.501 4.19-1 1.81 6.43 1.51 
3.341 5.99-l 1.97 4.91 1.65 
3.198 8.50-l 2.13 3.74 1.79 
3.102 1.11 0 2.24 3.02 1.88 
3.020 1.41 0 2.34 2.48 1.96 
2.940 1.76 0 2.42 2.05 2.03 
2.886 2.16 0 2.49 1.72 2.00 
2.024 2.65 0 2.56 1.44 2.14 
2.773 3.17 0 2.61 1.23 2.18 
2.728 3.72 0 2.65 1.06 2.21 
2.683 4.35 0 2.68 .92 2.24 
2.640 5.04 0 2.71 .BO 2.27 
2.589 6.01 0 2.76 .68 2.31 
2.522 7.52 0 2.84 .56 2.37 
2.453 9.37 0 2.92 .47 2.44 
2.394 1.12 1 2.97 .40 2.49 
2.343 1.28 1 2.98 .35 2.49 
TOTVEL 
Ml.5 
626.3 
641.1 
655.9 
669.9 
684.7 
698.7 
712.9 
726.0 
730.4 
752.7 
766.0 
777.6 
791.0 
804.9 
817.4 
829.8 
842.0 
855.7 
868.8 
DELL 
X0 
9.4 
8.9 
8.4 
7.9 
3:; 
6.6 
6.2 
5.9 
5.5 
5.2 
4.9 
4.6 
4.3 
4.1 
3.9 
3.6 
3.4 
XDB 
VAR 
.49 
.52 
.53 
.45 
.41 
.48 
.64 
.75 
.75 
.53 
.50 
.56 
.51 
.63 
.64 
.92 
.76 
.76 
.26 
ALTITUDE 
K” 
102.Ok 
100.99 
100.02 
98.98 
9n.02 
96.99 
9b.01 
96.98 
93.99 
93.01 
92.04 
90.97 
09.98 
09.01 
87.97 
03.99 
83.01 
El.99 
81.01 
80.01 
78.99 
78.00 
76.98 
76.02 
75.00 
74.00 
73.00 
72.01 
70.99 
70.00 
69.01 
LB.01 
67.CO 
bb.Cl 
65.00 
64.50 
63.C3 
61.99 
61.30 
60.0') 
59.00 
51.99 
57.CL 
56.50 
5,.30 
54.30 
53.33 
52.00 
51.00 
50.00 
49.co 
48.00 
47.35 
46.00 
45.09 
44.00 
43.3.1 
42.03 
41.10 
kO.JO 
39.w 
38.03 
37.23 
36.00 
35.00 
34.00 
33.33 
32.50 
DENSITY 
KGfCU.M 
2.62 -7 
3.59 -7 
4.39 -7 
5.33 -1 
b.42 -1 
8.08 -7 
9.40 -7 
1.19 -b 
1.51 -6 
l.88 -6 
2.46 -6 
3.09 -6 
3.70 -6 
4.30 -6 
5.02 -6 
5.M -b 
6.42 -6 
7.37 -6 
8.60 -6 
1.03 -5 
1.26 -5 
1.55 -5 
1.97 -5 
2.41 -5 
2.92 -5 
3.51 -5 
4.24 -5 
4.90 -5 
5.57 -5 
6.20 -5 
6.83 -5 
8.64 -5 
1.03 -4 
1.24 -4 
1.43 -4 
1.53 -4 
1.69 -4 
I.‘41 -4 
2.,9 -4 
2.54 -4 
2.77 -4 
3.09 -4 
3.38 -4 
3.81 -4 
4.28 -4 
4.85 -4 
5.37 -4 
5.83 -4 
6.46 -4 
7.22 -4 
8.12 -4 
9.34 -4 
1.06 -3 
1.21 -3 
1.36 -3 
1.52 -3 
1.75 -, 
1.93 -3 
2.23 -3 
2.43 -3 
7.81 -3 
3.17 -3 
3.76 -3 
4.37 -, 
5.15 -3 
6.19 -, 
7.07 -3 
e.,3 -3 
9.37 -3 
1.16 -2 
1.41 -2 
TABLE 3. Computer Output, Typical F iring, Descending Data 
rEMP 
2il 
191 
185 
170 
184 
177 
182 
175 
lb7 
163 
153 
154 
158 
lb6 
174 
183 
195 
201 
203 
200 
195 
187 
177 
176 
175 
176 
176 
183 
192 
205 
217 
202 
200 
197 
201 
221 
232 
236 
238 
237 
249 
254 
265 
217 
269 
269 
274 
285 
289 
2Y1 
291 
284 
281 
279 
279 
282 
276 
282 
276 
2135 
277 
218 
266 
261 
253 
241 
242 
242 
242 
227 
217 
PRESSWE 
MILLIBAR 
1.66 -5 
1.96 -5 
2.33 -4 
2.05 -5 
3.39 -4 
4.10 -6 
4.92 -4 
5.96 -4 
7.22 -4 
0.00 -4 
1.08 -3 
1.36 -3 
1.68 -3 
2.05 -3 
2.51 -3 
3.00 -3 
3.60 -3 
4.26 -3 
5.01 -3 
5.89 -3 
7.c1 -3 
8.31 -3 
9.99 -3 
1.21 -2 
L-47 -2 
1.78 -2 
2.13 -2 
2.58 -2 
3.08 -2 
3.65 -2 
4.26 -2 
5.0, -2 
5.91 -2 
6.99 -2 
8.27 -2 
9.7, -2 
1.12 -1 
1.30 -1 
1.49 -1 
1.72 -1 
1.98 -I 
2.26 -1 
2.57 -1 
2.92 -1 
3.31 -1 
3.74 -1 
4.24 -1 
4.78 -1 
5.37 -1 
b.03 -1 
6.77 -1 
7.61 -1 
8.57 -I 
9.68 -1 
1.99 0 
1.23 0 
1.39 0 
1.57 0 
1.77 c 
1.99 c 
2.25 0 
2.54 C  
2.88 I 
3.27 0 
3.73 0 
4.28 0 
4.72 0 
5.65 0 
6.51 0 
7.52 0 
3.76 0 
YINOS M/SEC CO RE MACH 
SOUTH YES1 TOTAL 
2.82 
3.07 
3.14 
3.31 
3.22 
3.29 
3.27 
3.36 
3.45 
3.50 
3.61 
3.bO 
3.54 
3.44 
3.32 
3.20 
3.05 
2.96 
2.87 
2.Bl 
2.76 
2.71 
2.63 
2.45 
2.21 
2.04 
1.84 
1.58 
1.35 
1.15 
.99 
-2.0 
-24.4 
6.6 
3.8 
-3.6 
11.3 
9 
-;:2 
11.5 
-3.5 
-b.3 
19.e 
15.8 
18.2 
9.6 
7.8 
-.4 
-b.B 
-1.8 
6.1 
6.2 
.3 
-4.5 
-4.0 
1.5 
4-e 
29.4 
1.0 
-2.4 
a.1 
-32.7 
-17.5 
59.1 
44.5 
46.2 
12.5 
lb.1 
7.3 
-3.1 
3 
-24 
-3.0 
-1.7 
-7.3 
-16.9 
-20.9 
-25.7 
-28 ..2 
-22.3 
-19.7 
-19.2 
-22.2 
29.5 
24.4 
7.0 
8.9 
32.9 
20.9 
59.1 
45.1 
47.b 
13.0 
17.3 
21.1 
16.1 
18.2 
12.8 
8.3 
1.8 
9.9 
17.0 
21.7 
26.4 
28.2 
22.7 
20.1 
19.2 
22.7 
2.428 1.01 1 
2.2bS 1.58 1 
2.163 2.01 1 
1.9nn 2.91 1 
1.964 3.03 1 
1.n34 3.35 1 
1.172 5.51 1 
1.667 5.96 1 
1.577 1.11 1 
1.509 1.00 2 
1.420 1.39 2 
I.368 1.75 2 
1.330 2.03 2 
1.322 2.26 2 
1.307 2.50 2 
1.297 2.67 2 
1.290 2.01 2 
1.276 3.09 2 
1.2bl 3.59 2 
1.240 4.10 2 
1.215 4.96 2 
1.193 6.09 2 
I. lb9 7.67 2 
1.152 8.80 2 
1.130 9.88 2 
1.110 1.06 3 
1.084 1.16 3 
1.052 1.13 3 
I.018 1.00 3 
.975 1.00 3 
* 899 9.36 2 
.725 1.15 3 
.635 1.32 3 
-576 1.45 3 
.52C 1.54 3 
.504 1.49 3 
.475 1.46 3 
.465 1.54 3 
.464 1.74 3 
.45b 1.84 3 
-450 l.Eb 3 
.444 1.92 3 
.441 1.90 3 
.438 2.05 3 
.434 2.15 3 
.433 2.26 3 
.432 2.34 3 
.432 2.35 3 
.431 2.44 3 
-430 2.58 3 
.429 2.74 3 
.427 3.00 3 
.427 3.14 3 
.427 3.44 3 
.426 3.62 3 
.426 3.75 3 
.427 4.22 3 
.426 4.10 3 
.90 
.02 
.76 
.71 
.b4 
.bO 
.59 
.54 
-51 
.47 
-43 
.42 
.39 
.36 
.34 
.32 
.30 
-28 
.27 
.25 
-23 
.22 
.21 
-19 
.19 
.I7 
2.4 
1.2 
2 
617 
7.7 
2.9 
1.3 
6.1 
4.0 
-5.e 
-8.0 
-1.8 
4.1 
-19.1 19.3 .429 4.81 3 .17 59.4 56.1 3.0 
-21.8 21.9 .428 4.54 3 .15 54.2 49.8 3.0 
-20.8 20.8 .432 5.33 3 .I5 53.3 49.2 3.0 
-23.7 24.7 .432 5.37 3 .13 50.2 44.3 3.0 
-22.6 23.9 .436 6.20 3 .13 48.0 41.7 3.0 
-23.5 23.7 -438 b-53 3 .I1 44.3 37.2 3.0 
-2C.9 20.9 .443 7.39 3 -11 40.9 34.8 3.0 
-23.1 23.9 .449 8.46 3 .lO 39.4 32.0 3.0 
-31.9 32.2 .440 8.35 3 .09 42.0 27.b 3.0 
-33.2 33.7 -456 9.02 3 .09 43.8 28.3 3.0 
-,6.3 37.2 .457 1.01 4 .08 44.0 25.1 3.0 
-41.9 42.0 .463 1.15 4 -07 47.2 22.1 3.0 
-43.4 43.b .469 1.32 4 -07 48.0 20.0 3.0 
TOTVEL 
M/S 
339.9 
050.9 
157.9 
8b5.7 
873.3 
079.2 
086.0 
892.1 
896.7 
n97.2 
89b.? 
895.6 
892.5 
086.4 
877.5 
867.0 
853.0 
850.0 
821.0 
796.7 
173.1 
743.5 
701.3 
652.2 
602.9 
542.4 
488.3 
427.3 
373.6 
330. I 
293.9 
267.1 
249.9 
230.6 
215.1 
210.6 
194.5 
182.9 
175.4 
166.0 
160.3 
152.9 
142.8 
136.0 
127.6 
119.4 
113.5 
lOB.2 
101.8 
96.9 
91.9 
87.3 
81.4 
78.0 
73.9 
60.7 
65.5 
60.2 
1OlRV 
M/S 
255.9 
230.9 
215.2 
211.9 
195.2 
184.1 
163.2 
166.9 
160.7 
15i.5 
141.4 
136.2 
127.7 
118.8 
112.8 
107.6 
101.8 
97.1 
91.5 
05.7 
78.0 
74.5 
69.8 
65.3 
62.6 
56.0 
DELL 
KM 
10.0 
10.0 
10.0 
10.0 
10.0 
10.0 
10.0 
10.0 
10.0 
10.0 
10.0 
10.0 
10.0 
9.4 
0.0 
a.+ 
7.9 
1.4 
7.0 
6.6 
6.2 
5.8 
5.5 
5.2 
4.9 
4.6 
4.3 
4.1 
3.0 
3.6 
3.4 
3.2 
3.0 
3.0 
3.0 
3.0 
3.0 
3.0 
3.0 
3.0 
3.0 
3.0 
3.0 
3.0 
3.0 
3.0 
3.0 
3.0 
3.0 
3.0 
3.0 
3.0 
3.0 
3.0 
3.0 
3.0 
3.0 
3.0 
XOI 
VAR 
1.25 
1.20 
.97 
.7a 
.n5 
-71 
.59 
.5a 
.bl 
.50 
-53 
.55 
1.07 
1.23 
1.26 
1.21 
1.19 
.95 
-93 
1.01 
.b5 
.73 
.b4 
-53 
.bO 
.50 
.79 
.73 
.74 
.52 
.6b 
-82 
1.19 
-90 
-81 
-67 
1.01 
.5b 
-77 
-31 
-17 
-21 
-16 
.I7 
-2-3 
.zn 
-32 
.32 
-31 
.32 
-39 
.3b 
.25 
.I8 
-22 
-29 
.49 
.BI 
-62 
-54 
1.09 
.07 
.3n 
.a2 
.81 
1.09 
.OO 
1.01 
1.01 
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TABLE 4. Drag Coefficient Used When Mach Number Exceeds 2.5 
Re 
50 
70 
100 
150 
200 
30 
500 
700 
900 
1000 
1500 
2000 
cDR 
1.73 
1.61 
1.51 
1.40 
1.34 
1.28 
1.214 
1.178 
1.153 
1.143 
1.107 
1.080 
Re 
3000 
4000 
5000 
6000 
7000 
8000 
go00 
10000 
15000 
20000 
30000 
40000 
cDR 
1.050 
1.030 
1.017 
1.006 
.999 
.990 
.985 
. g8o 
.965 
.950 
.950 
.950 
For small Reynolds number an extrapolation is used. 
%3 
= 2.5 - .023267 Re + .00015734 Re2 Re < 50 
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TAFXE 5. Drag Coefficient Used When Mach Number .is Less Than 2.5 
Mach Number 
0 .390 ,485 .5X ,620 .685 .750 .&IO .850 .goo 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.5 
500 
7oo 
900 .410 
1000 .418 
1500 .443 
k 
2000 .435 
9 3000 .427 
8 
0 4000 .426 
Gl 
; 5000 .430 
$ 6000 .435 
7 7000 .441 
8000 .446 
9000 .'+52 
1oocm .457 
15000 .474 
20000 .482 
ylooo .491 
J 40000 .494 
.410 .411 .428 .447 .48o .506 .528 .565 .%8 
.418 .418 .437 .453 .486 .511 .538 .574 ,608 
,443 .442 .454 .468 .493 .520 .561 .600 .640 
-435 .446 .454 .468 .48g .516 .568 .611 .656 
.42-j' .44O .450 .463 .486 .516 .570 .61g .668 
.426 .442 .450 .463 .486 .516 .572 .623 .674 
.4x .442 .450 .463 .486 .516 .577 .626 .678 
,435 .442 .450 .463 .486 ,516 .583 .629 .680 
.441 ,441 .450 .463 .486 .516 ,587 .633 .683 
.446 .446 .450 .463 .486 .516 .588 .635 .684 
.452 .452 .452 .463 .486 .516 .5go .637 .687 
,457 -457 .457 .463 .486 .516 .5g:! .63g .68g 
.474 .474 .474 .474 .486 .516 .597 .647 .695 
.482 .482 .482 .482 .486 .516 .602 .652 .700 
.491 .491 .4g1 ,491 .486 .516 .608 .65g .708 
.494 .494 .494 .4g4 ,486 .516 .612 .665 .713 
1.107 1.193 1.232 1.264 1.290 1.310 1.340 
1.047 1.133 1.172 1.204 1.230 1.250 1.280 
.g81 1.067 1.106 1.138 1.164 1.184 1.214 
.945 1.031 1.070 1.102 1.128 1.148 1.178 
.g20 1.006 1.045 1.077 1.103 1.123 1.153 
.g12 .996 1.035 1.067 1.093 1.113 1.143 
,885 .960 .999 1.031 1.057 1.077 1.107 
.863 .933 .972 1.004 1.0-x 1.050 1.080 
.838 .903 .942 ,974 1.000 1.020 1.050 
,882 ,883 .g22 .954 .9&l 1.000 1.030 
.811 .870 0909 .g41 -96-z .987 1.017 * 
.801 . 8% .8g8 .930 .9% -976 1.006 
.i% ,852 .8gl .923 ,949 .9@ .999 
.7m .843 .a82 .914 .9$ .9QJ .990 
.784 .838 0877 -909 l 935 l 955 .985 
.7b .833 .872 .go4 -930 .9w -980 
.768 .818 .857 .a9 0915 .935 .96 
-755 .8o3 .842 .874 0900 .920 ,950 
-755 ,803 .842 .874 .900 .920 -9% 
-757 .803 .842 ,874 .900 .920 .950 
Figure 1. The Tradex radar. 
\ ..----u_ 
Figure 2. The Nike-Cajun rocket. Figure 3. Three-sphere 
payloads. 
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4. Instrumentation section and Raymond timer. 
Diaphragm 
- 
.013” Orifice (2) 
Figure 5. Isopentane capsule and inertia release mechanism. 
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100 
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SPHERE 
/4l 2b 410 6b do 1 I IO0 
RADAR 
DOWN RANGE KM. 
Figure 6. Typical trajectory, 20 June 1963 sounding. Sphere 1 apogee at 
186 set; Cajun apogee at 203 seb; and sphere deflation at 17.5 min, 31 km. 
1 Radar 
1 r= range 
2@ = elevation angle 
3 a = azimuth angle 
'e 
'e 
Figure 7. Radar coordinates. Figure 8. Geocentric triangle. 
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Figure 9. Altitude band used when retrieving derivatives. 
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Figure 10. Results of Sounding Number 2. 
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F igure 11. Results of Sounding Number  3. 
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F igure 12. Results of Sounding Number  4. 
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Figure 13. Results of Sounding Number 5. 
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Figure 14. Results of Sounding Number 6. 
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Figure 15. Results of Sounding Number 7. 
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Figure 16. Results of Sounding Number 8. 
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Figure 17. Results of Sounding Number 11. 
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Figure 18. Results of Sounding Number 12. 
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Figure 19. Results of Sounding Number 13. 
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Figure 20. Results of Sounding Number 14. 
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21. Results of Sounding Number 15. 
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Figure 22. Results of Sounding Number 16. 
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Figure 23. Day-night pair of soundings at Kwajalein. 
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Figure 24. Results of Soundings of June 1963 and 1964 at Kwajalein. 
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Figure 25. Summary of thirteen Kwajalein soundings. 
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Figure 26. Summary of thirteen Kwajalein soundings, wind profiles. 
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